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, 

Schools need to think seriously about 
why they are doing what they are do
ing. 

The purposes 
of schooling 

by John Martin Rich 

Charles Silberman concluded in his national study of 
American education that the central problem of schools Is 
"mindlessness": "i t simply never occurs to more than a 
handfu l to ask why they are doing what they are doing- to 
think seriously or deeply about the purposes of conse· 
quences of education." ' I want to pick up on this vital ob· 
servation but treat it in a much different way. 

Once the notion of purpose is placed in a central posl· 
lio

n 
in schooling, II can be used to untangle some difficult 

problems. Our discussion of purpose will t ie into Il le plans 
or ways of life. Schooling, it will be argued, shou ld play an 
Important ro le In assessing life plans. By Introducing pro· 
tessional plans (as part of a life plan), I hope lo show how 
the choice of a life plan would affect teacher education. 

Purposeful activities 
Thus I want to talk about the purposes of schooling 

rather than education. This is a significant difference 
because In speaking about education it Is proper to dis· 
cuss both formal and informal provisions.; and education 
may also be discussed in ideal terms, which may be Ins pi· 
rational but not always applicable to schooling. Addi· 
tionally, education could be viewed universally, but 
schooling needs to be considered in relation to the 
community and various social and politica l forces. By 
schOol Is meant "a deliberate arrangement persisting over 
a period o f time that involves teachers and students for 
the purpose of promoting learning.'" 

All social Institutions need purposes to function el· 
fectively. This Is especially true of schools since they are 
designed to bring about certain results. An individual Is 
purposeful when he/she is guided by a definite aim, when 
he/she keeps an end or an alm·in-view which is thought to 
be worthwhile. Purpose Is tied to action because the 
worthwhileness of the purpose motivates the individual 
and action is needed to achieve the end sought 
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Those who argue that the Importance of meaning and 
purpose has been overestimated and we should instead 
get on with the business of teaching and learning rather 
than waste time with such silly speculations engage in a 
sell-defeating argument. The critic wants others to under
sland vl'hat he says and therefore wants it to be meaning· 
ful to those whom he seeks to influence and for whom he 
has a purpose in seeking to dissuade. In fact, all school 
activities need a purpose in order to make sense to the 
participants; consequently, it Is appropriate for students 
and school personnel to ask: "Why aro we involved in this 
activity?"; "What is It designed to accomplis h?"; ''How 
does it relate to accepted princip les and policies?" 

Whenever purposes cannot be discerned, an obliga· 
lion for engaging in an ac tivity needs reassessment. In· 
sisting that this is the way something has alw ays been 
done is an insufficient reason, as It Is In order to ask: 
" Why was it originally done that way and are the reasons 
still valid?" Thus a conscious effort must be made to state 
the goals or objectives for all activities. 

When students perceive classroom activities as 
meaningful, it enhan~s their Interest and motivation. As 
students develop, they can be expected to assume in· 
creasing responsibility for their own learning and sludy 
activities; yet for them to be able to do so means thal their 
teachers have modeled purposive behavior and provided 
sufficient supervision and guidance. 

But what is the upshot of these different purposes? 
Each student ultimately needs an overall direction lo his/ 
her l ife. Some tendency is provided to lhe extent lhat each 
activity is purposeful; however, the activities themselves 
need coordination and integration so that they contribute 
to a general direction in lite based upon some overall per
spective; otherwise no basic plan or overarching connec· 
lion among the numerous activities would exist. 

Schools and Ille plans 
This general direction and overall connection is 

found In a lite plan: a system organized around basic 
values which prescribes the good life. A life plan, in one 
sense, could be thought of as an image, model or a sketch. 
Each person becomes his own artist by making several 
sketches ol various types of life plans, then trying to put 
oneself in the picture, adding some details to create real· 
ism, envisioning how one would flt Into such a scene, and 
then either accepting or rejecting It. Or, if one had war
ranted reasons, one could accept a ready·made life plan or 
combine aspects of more than one ready·made plan (so 
long as they are consistent with one another). 

Thus i f schools expect students to make connections 
and integrate their various activi ties Into a mea ningful 
whole, students will be helped to become sufficiently 
knowledgeable to choose or formulate a life plan wisely. 
Moreover, i t would be inconsistent for schools to try to 
make all of their activities and policies purposeful and 
then refuse to give students assistance In making connec· 
lions in their lives. Yet it might be agreed that this isa vital 
decision- the chief value decision that each person will 
make- but that institutions and agencies other than 
schools should provide the needed assistance. II would 
appear, however, that schools are better equipped to 
handle this function than most families, religious institu
tions, and the media, because schools can be more 
objective and impartial In handling various Ille plans; less 
in need to indoctrinate or use sanctions to ensure precon· 
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ceived outcomes; and can offer a greater knowledge base, 
learning resources, and teaching skills. This Is not to say 
that fostering the study and choice o f fife plans Is the only 
purpose o f schooling, since a study of rationales for 
l iberal outcomes will turn up o ther purposes.' It Is, 
however, one o f the more Important and neglected pur· 
poses. 

Different life plans or ways of life can sometimes be 
found among various racial and ethnic groups; these plans 
are also represented In the world's major religions. Such 
sources do not exhaust possible ways of life. There are 
philosophical models-Epicureanism, Stoicism, Utilit ari· 
anism, Humanism, Scientific Naturalism and others; his· 
torlc

al 
models based on Ideals of earlier ages; literary 

models that could start wilh such figures in mythology as 
Oionysius and Apollo; and political models based on such 
systems as communism, anarchism, communitarianism 
and others. Information about actual preferences was 
gathered by Morris in an empirical cross·cultural study of 
preferences as to 13 different ways to five.• 

But is the student's choice of any life plan acceptable 
or are there grounds for preferring some life plans to 
other? Rawls says that a maximal class of plans can be 
created where each member of the class is superior to 
those not included in it, but each Included in the maximal 
class is on an equal level with one anoth er.• To determine 
what life plans will be admitted to the maximal class, i t is 
necessary to apply principles of rationality : fi rst, the plan 
should be consistent with principles of rational choice 
when these principles are applied to the plan; second, the 
person choosing the plan should be fully aware of relvant 
facts and caref ully considered the consequences. A per
son's aims and Interes ts are rat ional, accord ing to Rawls, 
when they are promoted by th& plan that is rational for 
him. A rational plan is not a detailed blueprint but a hierar
chy of plans with subplans added during the course o f 
one's life. 

Rawls introduces the Aristotelian Princ iple as an ad· 
ditional select ion devi ce.• The principle states that human 
beings enjoy using their abilities (Innate or trained), and 
their satisfaction grows the more their abilities are devel· 
oped, or the greater the complexity of the material to 
which they are applied. Agreed that one may likely enjoy 
an activity more as proficiency Increases (although this is 
not necessarily true in noncompetitive situations), i t is the 
second part of the principle that Is controversial-lhat of 
two activities people do equally well, they prefer the one 
that involves more intricate and complex discriminations. 
Someone who can do both generally prefers algebra to 
arithmetic and chess to checkers. The reasons for such 
preferences are that complex activities call for ingenuity 
and invention and satisfy novelty and variety. 

Rawls' does not give evidence to support the Aris· 
totelian Principle as an empirical generalization. More
over, it may not fit everyday observable practices where 
some persons who are proficient at complex tasks 
choose, for whatever reason, simpler activities. Perhaps 
Rawls exaggerates the boredom found In simple activities 
and leading a relatively simple Ille. Or perhaps schools 
should promote complex activities because at least some 
people will find them more satisfying or because they 
make a greater cultura l contribution than simpler activi· 
ties; however, Rawls does not actually make these claims. 
In any case, alth ough many complex tasks need to be lul· 
filled in advanced Industrial societies, It Is un likely, with · 
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out more defin itive evidence, that the Aristotelian Prlncl· 
pie could be applied universally as a criterion to help de· 
termine what criteria will be admitted into the maximal 
class. All that could be said is that persons who exhibit 
good powers of concentration , self·disclpllne, divergent 
thinking and abstract reasoning would be wise to employ 
the Aristotelian Principle in helping to choose a life plan. 

In add ition to the principles of rationali ty and modi· 
lied use o f the Aristotelian Principle, It would seem that 
educators would also encourage students to evaluate fife 
plans in terms of the extent to which the plans encourage 
continued education (whether formal or informal) through· 
out the life cycle. And any fife plan that denies certain per
sons or groups the opportunity to chOose a life plan 
should not be admitted to the maximal class. The burden 
of proof to cite relevant reasons for so denying other In· 
dividuals or groups should be on those who advocate do· 
ing so. 

Schools need to provide students with knowledge 
about different life plans, their characteristics and what 
they entail, and an understanding of the requisite abilities 
to live fruitfully within the chosen way. Once a student has 
gained the necessary background, he can critically eva lu· 
ate the di fferent l ife plans using the criteria enumerated 
an(! the consequences of living each plan in terms of his 
own temperament and aspirations. The chOice itself will 
determine what general and specific abiliti es need to be 
developed; the school can provide opportunities for ac· 
quiring the general abil ities; the specific abilit ies will need 
to be gain ed·as a resu lt of study and experience in partl c l· 
paling in the lite p lan. 

Professional plans 
But how does all of this apply to teacher education? 

Within each life plan are subplans which are personal, 
social and professional. The personal pl an pertains to the 
ind ividual 's own desires, abilities and aspirations. For In· 
stance, an individual may desire to l ive a life of extensive 
travel and adventure. Or another individual may choose a 
holy l i fe devoted to the search for religious truths. The SO· 
cial plan concerns one's citizenship responsibi l ities and 
responsibili ties to others within the plan chosen. A social 
plan, for exampl e, may involve a duty to take care of par
ents in their old age. A professional plan constitutes one's 
formulation of career aspirations and, in more complete 
plans, provides general guidelines for attaining these aspi· 
rations. 

Let us say that in the future most schools begin 10 
prepare students to study and evaluate life plans. This 
would than mean that students would enter teacher edu· 
cation with the broad outlines of a professional plan; how· 
ever, since such students would likely have thought more 
carefully than today's students about their career asplra· 
tions and the procedures for realizing them, they would 
come to college armed with greater knowl edge of what 
they want and would be more selective in identifying the 
teacher education program which is most congruent with 
their aspirations. Ultimately this would result in a better flt 
between the individual and the progam and contribute to a 
lower attrition rate. 

But teacher education programs themselves would 
change to meet these new demands. An enlarged frame· 

work for teacher education would be able to flt profes· 
sional plans to the program and make programs suffl· 
ciently flexible to accommodate more than one type o f 
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professional plan. For instance, some plans may expect to 
use teaching skills in industry, museums, research insti
tutes or educat ional television rather than in more conven
tional teaching situations. Some teacher education pro
grams would be able to accommodate such diverse plans 
and others would not. The latter group would need to 
counsel students to seek more appropriate programs else· 
where. 

This does not mean that because professional plans 
can be diverse and unique that teacher education would 
necessarily have to con tinue to expand to be all things to 
all people. For one thing not all pro fessional plans are real
istic in terms of student abili ties and the avai lab le pro 
grams; other plans feature aspects which contradict 
sound educational principles and therefore would need 
modification. For instance, a plan. based on using rote 
learning as the princi ple learning device would need to be 
allered. 

Those programs most l ikely to be able to mee l lhe di
versity in plans would be those which seek to Iden tify the 
basic principles and common understandings that tie to
gether this diversity and render it more intelligible and 
meaningful. This common base of knowled ge and princi· 
pies drawn from educational research and the foundations 
o f education would serve as a source of unity as students 

Review 

Bloom for the lay 
reader 

All Our Children Learning: A Primer for Parents, 
Teachers, and Other Educators. by Benjamin S. Bloom, 
New York: McGraw Hill, paperback edition, 1982. 275 pp. 
$6.95 

The purpQse of All Our Children Learning Is, accord
ing to Bloom, to communicate his ideas and research to 
a wide audience. For this purpose, Bloom has chosen 
13 papers which were "origin ally given as presentations to 
large and varied audiences for some special occasion" 
(p. vii). 

Within the education community Bloom is a fertile 
and productive thinker, gifted In producing conceptual 
frameworl<s like the taxonomy of educational objectives. 
He has more recently clarified and stated prag matically 

Important concepts such as "formative and summative 
evaluation" and " mastery learning" in ways that educa
tors have adopted and adapted. After notable success and 
a long career In education as a popularizer of ideas (If not 
an originator), Bloom understandably wishes to spread 
these ideas to a wider audience. 
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acquire specialized skills and supervised practice related 
to their plan. 

As Nietzsche said, " If we have our own why of life, we 
Shall get alo ng wllh almost any how." The why of l ife lies 
In the life plan. Schools respond to that why by early help 
In understanding and choosing a Ille plan, and teacher 
education resPonds further in satisfying the why by help· 
Ing to fulfill the professional plan. 

Footnotes 
'Charles E. Sllbe<man, Crisis In the Classroom (New YO<I<: 

Vin1a9e Books, 1971), p. 1.. 
'See my article, "Wha t is a School?" Journal of Educatlo"al 

Though1, 10. No. 1(1976),1 19·25. 
' In my article, ''A Rationale for the Liberal Education of 

Educators," Journal of Teacher Education, 31, No.3(1980). 27·30. 
•Charles W. Morris, Varieties of Human Value (Chk:aoe>: 

University of Chicago Pr ess, 1956). 
'John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Mass: Howard 

Univers ity Press, 1971), pp. 407 ·16. 
' Ibid , pp. 424·33. 

In his introduction titled " New Directions in Educa· 
tional Research and Educational Practice," he states that 
contemporary research in education is moving rrom the 
study of " fixed or static variables to variables which are al· 
terable either before the teaching -learning processes or 
as part o f these processes" (p. 1). He presents the rollow
ing five fixed versus alterable variables: 

Fixed 
Time Available for Learning 

Intelligence 
Summative (Evaluation) 
Teacher Characteristics 
Parent Status 

Alterable 
Time the Student Is En
gaged In Learning 
Cognitive Entry (Behavior) 
Formative Testing 
Qualllles ofT each Ing 
Home Environment Pro· 
cesses (pp. 2·12) 

Emphasis on alterable variables Is characteristic o f 
Bloom's pragmatism. He maintains that the shift to alter
able variables "enables researchers and educators to 
move from an emphasis on prediction and the classl fica· 
lion of students to a concern for causality and the rela
tions between means and ends in teaching and learning" 
(p. 1). 

The thirteen papers in All Our Children Learning are 
presented in four sections, "Overviews of Education," 

" Home and School ," " Instruction and Curriculum Devel
opmen t" and " Evaluation." Three papers make up each of 
the sections except "Instructions and Curriculum Devel
opment" which contains four. Within each section the 
papers are arranged from the more recent to the earlier 
papers. 

" Innocence In Education, " the firs t paper In section 
one. "Overviews o f Education," presents a paradox: Pro
fessional educators have very little definite knowledge of 
educational processes to act upQn while "journali sts, re· 
formers and faddists" have panaceas. Bloom advocates 
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